
DISTAL MINIMAL FLOW IS COALESCENT
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A transformation group (A, T) is coalescent if every homomorphism

of (A, T) into itself is an isomorphism [l]. A transformation group

(A, T) is a distal minimal flow if A is a compact metric space, T

a locally compact group, and (A, T) is a distal minimal transforma-

tion group [2], [3]. It has been known that:

Theorem 1 [l, Theorem 7]. Every almost periodic transformation

group is coalescent.

It has also been known that there exists minimal transformation

groups which are not coalescent [l]. In fact, we have the examples of

nonisomorphic minimal sets having homomorphisms from each onto

the other. The details of these examples will appear elsewhere.

The proof we give here depends heavily on H. Furstenberg's struc-

ture theorem of distal flow [3]. We shall follow the definitions and

notations in [3] strictly and shall not repeat them here. However, we

shall make the following remark.

Remark. It was proved in [3, pp. 481-482] that every coordinate

bundle with structure group M is an Af-bundle extension over the

base space. The converse is not true in general. Witness:

Let G^nr-iGi; G, = circle group={z: |z|=l}, MQG; M
= IJili Mi, Mi= {l, — 1} QGi. G has an invariant metric p. G is an

Af-bundle extension over G/M with respect to the function p. But it

is known that (G, G/M, M) is not a coordinate bundle.|This^answers

a question in [3, p. 482].

Now we proceed.

0
(X,   T)-*- (X,  T)

(Z,  T)->-   (Z,  T)
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Lemma 1. Suppose (X, T) is a distal minimal flow, and the preceding

diagram commutes where 8, U, <b are homomorphisms.

Let (Y,T),( Y', T) be the maximal isometric extensions (see [3, Proposi-

tion 13.1 ] /or the definition and existence) with respect toll, Hd respec-

tively. We shall write a, a', 8, B' /or the corresponding homomorphisms

(c/. the /ollowing diagrams) in regard to the maximal isometric exten-

sions. 1/ 4> is an isomorphism, then there exists an isomorphism

A: (Y, T)—*(Y, T) such that the /ollowing diagram commutes.

(X, T)  -~> (X, T)

1(Y, I)   -*-   (*» *)

w  t    w
(Z, T)  -r->■   (Z»  T)

Proof. Observe the following diagram.

b
(X,  T) ->   <X>  T>

i (Y> T) _j__». (y. T) __*_> {Y) T)/

VI        ^ Iv
(Z,  T)--r-»-     (Z,  T)

We note (F', T) is an isometric extension over (Z, T) with respect to

the homomorphism d)-^'. Since ^-^'(Y', T)=<f>-1B'a'(X, T) =

<p-md(X, T)=<irl<pU(X, T)=H(X, T), and (F, P) is a maximal iso-

metric extension with respect to n, there is a homomorphism y: ( Y, T)

-*(Y', T). As 8a8(X, T)=B(Y, T)=U8(X, T), B: (Y, T)-*(Z, T) is
an isometric extension of (Z, T) with respect to U8. There is a homo-

morphism 5: (F, P)-KF, T). Let A = by: (Y, T)-+(Y, T). For zEZ
we denote the fiber over z under 8 by Yz={y.yEY, B(y) =z}, then

A = 57: Fz—>F,Kz). Denote the enveloping semigroup of (F, P) by G,
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and the subgroup of G which leaves Yz invariant by Gz [3, Section 3]

(the enveloping semigroup is called Ellis' group in [3]), then (72, Gz)

is an almost periodic minimal flow. If yG Yz, y'E Y'z , then there is an

element/GG such that/(z) =z' since G is transitive on 7. Define the

transformation group (7/, G2) by n: GZX Yz^>Yl, nig, b)=fgf~1Q)),

then (7/, Gz) is an almost periodic minimal set since the actions are

isometrics (cf. definition of isometric extension1). Observe the map

0/: (7Z, Gj)—>(7/, Gz), 0/(o)=/(a) is an isomorphism. By Theorem 1,

A| Yz: 72—>7^(z) has to be an isomorphism for each zEZ, a fortiori,

A is an isomorphism.

Theorem 2. Every distal minimal flow (A, T) is coalescent.

Proof. By the results in [3], (A, T) is the limit of a normal quasi-

isometric system of {(Aj, T), £^77} where (1) rj is an ordinal number,

and (2) (A£, P)=n£(A, T) is a subflow of (A, T), (3) (A{+i, T) is

maximal isometric extension of (A{, P)=II{+i,{(A{+i, T), and (4)

(A0, T) is a trivial flow, i.e. A0 is a singleton. If d is an endomorphism

of (A, T), 6 induces the (trivial) automorphism A0 of (A0, T). By

Lemma 1, 0 induces an automorphism A, of (Ai, T). Now, we shall

prove the theorem by transfinite induction. If { is not a limit ordinal,

we use Lemma 1, to show the existence of automorphism Aj+i of

(A{+i, T). If £ is a limit ordinal then (Aj, T) is the limit of

{(Af, T): £<£}. Consider the following diagram:

a
(X,     T)-•>- (X,    T)

(X?,   T)-■*->■      (X^,   T)

n   (x,, t)->~   n (x , t)

where ju(*)t = IL.rC*:)> forxGAf; y(y)f = Ar(yf) for yG]If<{^f- Since
each Af is an isomorphism, so is v. By definition, ([3, Definition 2.3])

u is an isomorphism. Hence pr^u induces an isomorphism Af. It is

not hard to see that the diagram commutes. Thus the proof is com-

plete.

1 We note here the restriction of elements of G on each fiber are isometrics. It is

known for gEG, in general g is not continuous on Y if (Y, T) is not almost periodic.
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Added in Proof (January 15, 1968). The proof of Lemma 1 has a

gap (last three lines). Thus following present proof, the Theorem 2

should be modified to "Each endomorphism of (X, T) can be factored

through the normal extensions."
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